
   
 
Digitally empowered executives: HE leadership summit 
 
We are pleased to announce the Jisc and AdvanceHE Digitally empowered executives: HE leadership 
summit, a pilot event designed for executive-level leaders in higher education to help equip them to 
be at the forefront of digital transformation. 
 

• Date: 4-5 November 2024 

• Venue: Macdonald Berystede Hotel, Ascot 

• Cost: £900 + VAT 
 
In an era where the effective implementation and use of digital technology is essential, institutions 
need effective digital leaders at an executive level more than ever. This event, presented in 
partnership by Jisc and AdvanceHE, offers a unique opportunity to develop the mindset and 
knowledge necessary to steer your institution towards a digital future. 
 
Who will be attending? 
 
We are inviting executive leaders in higher education to join this first-of-its-kind event. To ensure you 
find yourself in the company of fellow executive-level peers we have deliberately limited the number 
of attendees to promote meaningful discussion and active peer support in a group setting.  
 
Why should I attend? 
 
This isn’t your usual conference, but a unique package combining an event with expert knowledge, 
personal insights and resources designed to elevate your knowledge, understanding and confidence 
of digital as a leader. The ultimate goal is to empower you: we want you to leave with actionable 
strategies, a community of peers and the mindset to lead digital effectively at your institution.  
 
Over the two days, you’ll hear from Lindsay Herbert, an innovation expert, sought after speaker and 
author of ‘Digital Transformation’, engage in coaching conversations, and participate in discussion 
groups focused on the most pressing issues on the digital landscape in higher education. For more 
information, including an overview of the agenda for both days, visit the event webpage. 
 
Registration 
Given the pilot nature of this event, we are offering attendance at an introductory cost of £900 + VAT. 
This figure has been calculated to help recover the costs associated with putting on an event of this 
kind.  
 
Please confirm your attendance via this registration link. We hope to see you there. 
 
If you have any questions about the event, then please contact Jisc’s Events team 
(events@jisc.ac.uk). 
 
Kind regards, 
 
Heidi Fraser-Krauss – CEO, Jisc 
 
Alison Johns – CEO, AdvanceHE 

http://www.lindsayherbert.com/about-lindsay-herbert.html
https://www.bloomsbury.com/uk/digital-transformation-9781472940377/
https://www.jisc.ac.uk/events/digitally-empowered-executives-he-leadership-summit
https://www.eventsforce.net/jiscevents/frontend/reg/tRegisterEmailNew.csp?pageID=608036&eventID=2066&tempPersonID=459820
mailto:events@jisc.ac.uk

